
The following description is taken from the guidebook Best Hikes With Children in Arizona by Lawrence Letham

Devils Bridge
      Location: Coconino National Forest
    Difficulty: Moderate
      Distance: 1.8 miles round trip
   Hiking time: 1.75 hours
       Hikable: October - April
Elevation gain: 400 feet
           Map: USGS Wilson Mountain

The red and white striated mountains of Sedona are the backdrop to Devils Bridge, a
natural sandstone bridge. Children love touching the red sandstone that forms the
bridge's base and seeing blue sky from behind the arch. The sandstone that can be seen
and touched along the trail is a graphic example of how the wind sculpts solid stone. A
side trail that leads to views of the forest surrounded by Sedona's famous red-rock
mountains invites exploration. Challenge the children to a game to see who is the first
to spot the balancing rock on the mountain. The juniper, manzanita, and cypress offer
shade occasionally along the trail.

Driving Instructions: From Flagstaff, travel south on US Highway Alternate 89 for 25
miles to its intersection with State Highway 179. Continue straight on Alternate 89 for 3
miles, to Dry Creek Road. Turn right onto Dry Creek Road and follow it for approximately
1.9 miles to Forest Road 152. Turn right onto the forest road.

The road from this point on is dirt. Follow it for about 1.5 miles to the sign that
indicates the Devils Bridge Trailhead on the right. The trailhead is at the end of the
small parking lot, elevation 4,600 feet, and is marked by a metal sign that says DEVILS
BRIDGE, TRAIL 120.

The trail is wide and well maintained. It winds between a red mountain on the left
(north) and a white one on the right (south). Each mountain has colored bands of red and
white. The red sandstone was deposited by ancient seas, and the yellow-white Coconino
sandstone is from desert sand dunes from long ago. Millions of years ago, the area
alternated between inland sea and desert dune, resulting in the red and white bands on
the mountains.

At 0.1 mile, the trail turns to the right toward the white mountain, where a large
boulder balances on the top. It is visible for much of the hike, so tell young hikers to
find it without telling them where to look. Pinyon pine trees and sotol agave dot the
landscape. Except for the green plants, everything else along the trail is red: red
rocks, red dirt, and even the branches of the manzanita are red.



The trail is relatively flat until it comes to a wash at 0.4 mile. The trail looks like
it may follow the wash to the left, but it really goes to the right up some large, flat
stones that look like stairs. Look for the rock cairn at the top. As the trail climbs, it
is easier to see the colored bands on the mountains both near and far. At 0.65 mile, the
trail narrows and passes a large rock that is black on the top from rain and red on the
bottom. A beautiful wash unfolds on the left. Shade lies just ahead under the thick trees
where the trail comes to an intersection. Continue to the left on the main trail to
Devils Bridge. Just past this intersection, another side trail to the right leads to
overviews of the entire valley. The view is worth the effort to hike the small incline.
Return to the main trail after enjoying the view.

Past the side trail 0.1 mile, the main trail passes under an overhang of weathered
sandstone that speaks volumes about wind erosion. The curved edges and layers form
beautiful patterns that children can touch and enjoy. The trail continues and looks like
it dead-ends into a tall wall of black, solid stone, but at the last second it veers to
the left around a large pine tree. The sandstone bridge soon comes into view only a few
hundred feet ahead. The arch rises from two highly sculpted, red sandstone bases on each
side to meet high overhead. It stands in front of a shallow box canyon in the solid
cliff, as though nature excavated just enough stone to allow the bridge to form. Hike
behind the bridge to get a wonderful view of blue sky and red mountains through the arch.

Return along the same route.


